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The Printer Network  
Printer and copier makers boost energy efficiency by one-fifth within two years in Europe 
09 July 2014 

 
"The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have boosted energy efficiency 
by more than 20% in two years thanks to an industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, according 
to a report by an independent inspector. 
 
In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology said energy consumption from so-called OM 
products[i] was reduced by 20,8% between 2011 and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry has 
reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5%. The reduction 
of energy consumption is the outcome of measures taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging 
equipment to decrease their environmental footprint (Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign)..." [Read more 
at angelnews.co.uk] 
http://www.theprinternetwork.com/content.php?1340-Printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-
efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-Europe 
 
  

http://www.theprinternetwork.com/content.php?1340-Printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-Europe
http://www.theprinternetwork.com/content.php?1340-Printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-Europe
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Copier Network  
Printer and copier makers boost energy efficiency by one-fifth within two years in Europe 
08 July 2014 

 
"The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have boosted energy efficiency 
by more than 20% in two years thanks to an industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, according 
to a report by an independent inspector. 
 
In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology said energy consumption from so-called OM 
products[i] was reduced by 20,8% between 2011 and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry has 
reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5%. The reduction 
of energy consumption is the outcome of measures taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging 
equipment to decrease their environmental footprint (Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign)..." [Read more 
at angelnews.co.uk] 
http://www.thecopiernetwork.com/content.php?1267-Printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-
efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-Europe 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.thecopiernetwork.com/content.php?1267-Printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-Europe
http://www.thecopiernetwork.com/content.php?1267-Printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-Europe
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Review of Print 
Plus grande efficacité énergétique des équipements jet d'encre 
07 July 2014 

 
Les fabricants d'imprimantes et de copieurs jet d'encre pour les petites entreprises et le grand public  ont 
réduit la consommation énergétique de leurs matériels de plus de 20% entre 2011 et 2013 indique 
l'organisation EuroVAprint qui regroupe la majorité des constructeurs présents en Europe. Globalement 
l'industrie des équipements de traitement d'images et de documents a réduit la consommation 
energétique de ses équipements de 10,5%. 
https://reviewofprint.fr/breves/breves/plus-grande-efficacite-energetique-des-equipements-jet-d-encre-
0707103777 
 
  

https://reviewofprint.fr/breves/breves/plus-grande-efficacite-energetique-des-equipements-jet-d-encre-0707103777
https://reviewofprint.fr/breves/breves/plus-grande-efficacite-energetique-des-equipements-jet-d-encre-0707103777
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Ink Saver 
Printer Manufacturers Boost Printer Energy Efficiency by 20% 
04 July 2014 

 
Engineering consultancy firm ERA Technology has released an Energy Efficiency report which indicated 
that printer manufacturers have reduced the energy consumption of their printers by 20% between 2011 
and 2013. 
 
This is due to energy efficiency measures agreed to by the manufacturers as part of the Voluntary 
Agreement on Ecodesign, which was introduced in 2011. 
 
Manufacturers undertook to reduce the energy consumption of their printers, minimise paper and printer 
cartridge use and encourage the recycling of ink cartridges. 
 
This initiative was developed by EuroVAprint and was signed by 16 makers of toner and ink printers for 
home use, including Brother, HP, Canon, Epson, Samsung and OKI. 
 
The report found that as a result of the agreement, the imaging equipment industry reduced the energy 
consumption of their products by 10.5% while their printer cartridges and related products used 20.8% 
less energy. 
 
The number of products complying with the requirements has also increased, from 93.2% in 2011 to 
97.63% in 2013. The strict set of requirements related to the agreement include energy consumption, 
recyclability of the printer and printer cartridges and the use of compatible printer ink and toner 
cartridges. These regulations are fully supported by the European Commission. 
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According to Maxime Furkel, President of EuroVAprint and Head of Government Affairs at Lexmark, this is 
a “vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures provide the right 
conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce energy consumption.” 
Manufacturers have also agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
printing and to ensure that certain environmental information is available to customers. 
https://www.inksaver.co.za/en/blog/Printer-Manufacturers-Boost-Printer-Energy-Efficiency-by-20-
Percent.php 
 
  

https://www.inksaver.co.za/en/blog/Printer-Manufacturers-Boost-Printer-Energy-Efficiency-by-20-Percent.php
https://www.inksaver.co.za/en/blog/Printer-Manufacturers-Boost-Printer-Energy-Efficiency-by-20-Percent.php
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Recycling Times  
Imaging Equipment Makers Enhance Energy Saving in Europe 
03 July 2014 

 
According to Angelnews, due to an industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, the makers of inkjet 
printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have cut energy consumption by more than 20% in 
two years. 
 
UK based leading engineering consultancy ERA Technology revealed in its latest Energy Efficiency Report 
that energy consumption from OM products was reduced by 20.8% between 2011 and 2013.The energy 
consumption of imaging equipment products sold between 2011 and 2013 has been reduced by 10.5%.  
 
ERA Technology says the reduction of energy consumption resulted from the measures taken by all major 
manufacturers of the imaging equipment to decrease their environmental footprint under Voluntary 
Agreement on Ecodesign. Initiated by EuroVAprint, the association binding all European major 
manufacturers of imaging equipment, the agreement has 16 signatories. 
 
EuroVAprint President, Maxime Furkel of Lexmark, said, “Our industry is a vivid example of how self-
regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures provide the right conditions for industries to take 
universal and immediate action to reduce energy consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different 
manufacturers to work together for energy saving targets and achieve immediate results.”  
 
Signatories of the agreement are required to adopt measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
(double-sided) and “N-up” printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. In addition, the 
agreement prescribes requirements for environmental information that needs to be made available to 
customers. Another advantage is that the administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower than 
European legislation which are directly borne by the industry rather than the tax payers. 
http://www.irecyclingtimes.com/News-Detail?news_column_id=16&news_id=3194 

 
 
  

http://www.irecyclingtimes.com/News-Detail?news_column_id=16&news_id=3194
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Fidest – Agenzia giornalistica/press agency 
Printer and copier makers boost energy efficiency by one-fifth within two years in Europe 
02 July 2014 

 
Brussels, The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have boosted energy 
efficiency by more than 20% in two years thanks to an industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, 
according to a report by an independent inspector. In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology 
said energy consumption from so-called OM products[i] was reduced by 20,8% between 2011 and 2013. 
Overall, the imaging equipment industry has reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold 
between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5%. The reduction of energy consumption is the outcome of measures 
taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging equipment to decrease their environmental footprint 
(Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign). The agreement developed by EuroVAprint (the association grouping 
all major manufacturers of imaging equipment that operate in Europe) is binding for its 16 signatories. 
Since 2011, compliance to environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products 
has been continuously increasing: from 93,92% in 2011 to 97,63% at the end of 2013 (figure provided by 
ERA Technology). “Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The 
Ecodesign measures provide the right conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to 
reduce energy consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different manufacturers to work together 
for energy saving targets and achieve immediate results” said EuroVAprint President Maxime Furkel of 
Lexmark. 
 
The agreement, backed by the European Commission, obliges manufacturers to comply with a strict set of 
design and information requirements, related to energy consumption, recyclability, and use of compatible 
cartridges. Manufacturers agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
(double-sided) and “N-up” printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. The agreement also 
lays down a series of requirements for environmental information that needs to be made available to 
customers. The Voluntary Agreement also has the effect of reducing the administrative burden for 
authorities: the administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower compared to European 
legislation (e.g. Regulation) and are directly borne by the industry, not the tax payers. 
http://fidest.wordpress.com/2014/07/02/printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-efficiency-by-one-
fifth-within-two-years-in-europe/ 
 
  

http://fidest.wordpress.com/2014/07/02/printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-europe/
http://fidest.wordpress.com/2014/07/02/printer-and-copier-makers-boost-energy-efficiency-by-one-fifth-within-two-years-in-europe/
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The Recyclcer 
OEMs boost energy efficiency by 20 percent 
02 July 2014 

 
Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign results in significant reduction in energy consumption by printer and 
copier manufacturers between 2011 and 2013. 
 
Angel News reported on the findings of engineering consultancy firm ERA Technology’s Energy Efficiency 
Report, which indicated that between 2011 and 2013 OEMs boosted their energy efficiency by one-fifth 
due to measures taken by the companies as part of the Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign, which came 
into force in 2011. 
 
The “industry self-regulation initiative” was developed by EuroVAprint and signed by 16 OEMs which 
agreed to comply to “environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products”; with 
the report finding that as a result of the agreement, the imaging equipment industry reduced the energy 
consumption of its products sold between 2011 and 2013 by 10.5 percent, while OEM products used 20.8 
percent less energy. 
 
Furthermore, the number of products complying with the requirements “has been continuously 
increasing from 93.2 percent in 2011 to 97.63 percent at the end of 2013”. The “strict set” of 
requirements relates to “energy consumption, recyclability, and use of compatible cartridges”, and is 
supported by the European Commission; with manufacturers also agreeing to “undertake measures to 
encourage the use of automatic duplex […] and ‘N-up’ printing” as well as to ensure that certain 
environmental information is made available to customers. 
 
Maxime Furkel, President of EuroVAprint and employee of Lexmark, commented: “Our industry is a vivid 
example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures provide the right conditions 
for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce energy consumption. Our voluntary 
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agreement allows different manufacturers to work together for energy saving targets and achieve 
immediate results.” 
 
The Recycler reported on how ETIRA lobbied for the Ecodesign’s criteria to include remanufactured 
cartridges, with the agreement consequently stating that OEM cartridges “shall not be designed to 
prevent reuse” and that hardware “shall not be designed to prevent the use of non-OEM cartridges” and 
“must be able to accommodate non-OEM ink and toner cartridges”. ETIRA General Secretary Vincent van 
Dijk discussed the subject at this year’s Focus on Europe conference, which you can read about in issue 
260. 
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:U_2H4c-
hLvwJ:www.therecycler.com/posts/oems-boost-energy-efficiency-by-20-
percent/+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=be 
 
  

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:U_2H4c-hLvwJ:www.therecycler.com/posts/oems-boost-energy-efficiency-by-20-percent/+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=be
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:U_2H4c-hLvwJ:www.therecycler.com/posts/oems-boost-energy-efficiency-by-20-percent/+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=be
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:U_2H4c-hLvwJ:www.therecycler.com/posts/oems-boost-energy-efficiency-by-20-percent/+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=be
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edieEnergy 
Self-regulation drives energy efficiency for printing industry 
01 July 2014 

 
Leading European printer and copier manufacturers have boosted energy efficiency by more than 20% in 
two years through an industry-wide self-regulation initiative, according to a report by an independent 
inspector. 
 
In its latest energy efficiency report, ERA Technology found that energy consumption from OM products 
(inkjet printers and copiers for home and small-business use) had been reduced by 20.8% between 2011 
and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry has reduced the energy consumption of its products 
by 10.5%. 
 
The Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign was developed by EuroVAprint, an association of all the major 
manufacturers of imaging equipment in Europe. It has been signed by 16 leading manufacturers, 
representing 95% of all sales in printer and copier devices. Since its formation in February 2011, the 
Agreement has seen environmentally friendly design requirements met in 97.63% of all the industry's 
products.  
 
The Agreement signs businesses up to a commitment to reduce environmental footprint, design new 
products in a way that is more energy efficient and recyclable and inform customers on how to make the 
best environmental choices when purchasing their products.  
 
President of EuroVAprint and head of Government affairs at Lexmark, Maxime Furkel, said: "Our industry 
is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures provide the right 
conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce energy consumption.  
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"Our Voluntary Agreement allows different manufacturers to work together for energy saving targets and 
achieve immediate results."  
 
CARBON REDUCTION  
 
The Voluntary Agreement between the businesses is backed by the European Commission and requires 
manufacturers to employ a strict set of design requirements related to energy consumption and 
recyclability. It has a lower administrative cost compared with European legislation and regulators.  
 
EuroVAprint estimate that the Voluntary Agreement will achieve 14% more CO2 emissions reductions 
than an EU Regulation scenario by 2020. It will also save one million tons of office paper in the EU by 
2020, or 11,000km2 in sheets of paper.  
 
The Voluntary Agreement includes Hewlett Packard (HP) which has already made significant steps in 
reducing its energy consumption and moving its business towards a closed-loop model, with 100% of HP 
ink cartridges now made using recycled plastic.  
 
HP has manufactured more than two billion HP ink and toner cartridges with recycled content. 
Manufacturing new ink cartridges from recycled plastics from HP's closed-loop recycling process was 
found to have a 33% lower carbon footprint and a 54% lower fossil fuel consumption than producing new 
plastics. 
http://www.edie.net/news/6/Self-regulation-drives-energy-efficiency-for-printing-industry/ 

 
 
  

http://www.edie.net/news/6/Self-regulation-drives-energy-efficiency-for-printing-industry/
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Angel News 
Printer and copier makers boost energy efficiency by one-fifth within two years in Europe 
01 July 2014 

 
Self-regulation model, uniting the imaging equipment industry, cuts energy consumption of inkjet devices 
between 2011 and 2013 
The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have boosted energy efficiency 
by more than 20% in two years thanks to an industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, according 
to a report by an independent inspector. 
  
In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology said energy consumption from so-called OM 
products[i] was reduced by 20,8% between 2011 and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry has 
reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5%. The reduction 
of energy consumption is the outcome of measures taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging 
equipment to decrease their environmental footprint (Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign). 
  
The agreement developed by EuroVAprint (the association grouping all major manufacturers of imaging 
equipment that operate in Europe) is binding for its 16 signatories. Since 2011, compliance to 
environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products has been continuously 
increasing: from 93,92% in 2011 to 97,63% at the end of 2013 (figure provided by ERA Technology). 
  
“Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures 
provide the right conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce energy 
consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different manufacturers to work together for energy 
saving targets and achieve immediate results” said EuroVAprint President Maxime Furkel of Lexmark. 
  
The agreement, backed by the European Commission, obliges manufacturers to comply with a strict set of 
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design and information requirements, related to energy consumption, recyclability, and use of compatible 
cartridges. Manufacturers agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
(double-sided) and “N-up” printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. The agreement also 
lays down a series of requirements for environmental information that needs to be made available to 
customers. 
  
The Voluntary Agreement also has the effect of reducing the administrative burden for authorities: the 
administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower compared to European legislation (e.g. 
Regulation) and are directly borne by the industry, not the tax payers. 
http://www.angelnews.co.uk/article.jsf?articleId=15965 

 
 
 
 
  

http://www.angelnews.co.uk/article.jsf?articleId=15965
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TMC net 
Printer and copier makers boost energy efficiency by one-fifth within two years in Europe; Self-regulation 
model, uniting the imaging equipment industry, cuts energy consumption of inkjet devices between 2011 
and 2013 
30 June 2014 

 
(M2 PressWIRE Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) Brussels -- The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for 
homes and small businesses have boosted energy efficiency by more than 20% in two years thanks to an 
industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, according to a report by an independent inspector. 
 
In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology said energy consumption from so-called OM 
products[i] was reduced by 20,8% between 2011 and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry has 
reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5%. The reduction 
of energy consumption is the outcome of measures taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging 
equipment to decrease their environmental footprint (Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign). 
 
The agreement developed by EuroVAprint (the association grouping all major manufacturers of imaging 
equipment that operate in Europe) is binding for its 16 signatories. Since 2011, compliance to 
environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products has been continuously 
increasing: from 93,92% in 2011 to 97,63% at the end of 2013 (figure provided by ERA Technology). 
 
"Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures 
provide the right conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce energy 
consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different manufacturers to work together for energy 
saving targets and achieve immediate results" said EuroVAprint President Maxime Furkel of Lexmark. 
 
The agreement, backed by the European Commission, obliges manufacturers to comply with a strict set of 
design and information requirements, related to energy consumption, recyclability, and use of compatible 
cartridges. Manufacturers agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
(double-sided) and "N-up" printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. The agreement also 
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lays down a series of requirements for environmental information that needs to be made available to 
customers. 
 
The Voluntary Agreement also has the effect of reducing the administrative burden for authorities: the 
administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower compared to European legislation (e.g. 
Regulation) and are directly borne by the industry, not the tax payers. 
 
Press contact: secretariat@eurovaprint.eu or Maxime Furkel, President of EuroVAprint, mobile +32 495 
24 70 01. 
 
About the Voluntary Agreement: The Voluntary Agreement signed on 16 February 2011 established a set 
of targets to be met by Jan. 1, 2012, for all products sold on the EU market. Requirements for energy-
efficiency and duplexing availability must be met by at least 90% of products sold. The agreement aims to 
reduce the environmental footprint of imaging equipment - both by design and by helping customers 
make informed choices during purchase and usage of the equipment. The Voluntary Agreement was 
officially backed by the European Commission in January 2013. 
 
About EuroVAprint: EuroVAprint represents Europe's leading manufacturers of imaging equipment, 
accounting together for over 95% of the EU market for personal and office equipment. It is committed to 
environmental sustainability and improvement, as set out in the 2011 Voluntary Agreement in the context 
of the 2009 Energy-Related Products Directive. Its members are Brother, Canon, Dell, Epson Europe, 
Hewlett Packard, Konica Minolta, Kyocera Document Solutions, Lexmark, Murata Machinery, Oki, 
Panasonic, Ricoh, Samsung, Sharp, Toshiba and Xerox. Further information is available at 
www.eurovaprint.eu. 
 
[i] OM Products include inkjet devices for use in domestic or small business environment. 
http://www.tmcnet.com/usubmit/2014/06/30/7901367.htm 

 
  

http://www.tmcnet.com/usubmit/2014/06/30/7901367.htm
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equities 
Printer and copier makers boost energy efficiency by one-fifth within two years in Europe; Self-regulation 
model, uniting the imaging equipment industry, cuts energy consumption of inkjet devices between 2011 
and 2013  
30 June 2014 

 
Brussels -- The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have boosted energy 
efficiency by more than 20\% in two years thanks to an industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, 
according to a report by an independent inspector. In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology 
said energy consumption from so-called OM products[i] was reduced by 20,8\% between 2011 and 2013. 
Overall, the imaging equipment industry has reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold 
between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5\%. The reduction of energy consumption is the outcome of measures 
taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging equipment to decrease their environmental footprint 
(Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign). The agreement developed by EuroVAprint (the association grouping 
all major manufacturers of imaging equipment that operate in Europe) is binding for its 16 signatories. 
Since 2011, compliance to environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products 
has been continuously increasing: from 93,92\% in 2011 to 97,63\% at the end of 2013 (figure provided 
by ERA Technology). "Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The 
Ecodesign measures provide the right conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to 
reduce energy consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different manufacturers to work together 
for energy saving targets and achieve immediate results" said EuroVAprint President Maxime Furkel of 
Lexmark. The agreement, backed by the European Commission, obliges manufacturers to comply with a 
strict set of design and information requirements, related to energy consumption, recyclability, and use of 
compatible cartridges. Manufacturers agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic 
duplex (double-sided) and "N-up" printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. The 
agreement also lays down a series of requirements for environmental information that needs to be made 
available to customers. The Voluntary Agreement also has the effect of reducing the administrative 
burden for authorities: the administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower compared to 
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European legislation (e.g. Regulation) and are directly borne by the industry, not the tax payers. Press 
contact: secretariat@eurovaprint.eu or Maxime Furkel, President of EuroVAprint, mobile +32 495 24 70 
01. About the Voluntary Agreement: The Voluntary Agreement signed on 16 February 2011 established a 
set of targets to be met by Jan. 1, 2012, for all products sold on the EU market. Requirements for energy-
efficiency and duplexing availability must be met by at least 90\% of products sold. The agreement aims to 
reduce the environmental footprint of imaging equipment - both by design and by helping customers 
make informed choices during purchase and usage of the equipment. The Voluntary Agreement was 
officially backed by the European Commission in January 2013. About EuroVAprint: EuroVAprint 
represents Europe's leading manufacturers of imaging equipment, accounting together for over 95\% of 
the EU market for personal and office equipment. It is committed to environmental sustainability and 
improvement, as set out in the 2011 Voluntary Agreement in the context of the 2009 Energy-Related 
Products Directive. Its members are Brother, Canon, Dell, Epson Europe, Hewlett Packard, Konica Minolta, 
Kyocera Document Solutions, Lexmark, Murata Machinery, Oki, Panasonic, Ricoh, Samsung, Sharp, 
Toshiba and Xerox. Further information is available at www.eurovaprint.eu. [i] OM Products include inkjet 
devices for use in domestic or small business environment.  
http://www.equities.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=newsdetail&id=28553 

 
  

http://www.equities.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=newsdetail&id=28553
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Smart Grid 
Printer and copier makers boost energy efficiency by one-fifth within two years in Europe; Self-regulation 
model, uniting the imaging equipment industry, cuts energy consumption of inkjet devices between 2011 
and 2013 
30 June 2014 

 
(M2 PressWIRE Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) Brussels -- The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for 
homes and small businesses have boosted energy efficiency by more than 20% in two years thanks to an 
industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, according to a report by an independent inspector. 

In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology said energy consumption from so-called OM 
products[i] was reduced by 20,8% between 2011 and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry has 
reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5%. The reduction 
of energy consumption is the outcome of measures taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging 
equipment to decrease their environmental footprint (Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign). 

The agreement developed by EuroVAprint (the association grouping all major manufacturers of imaging 
equipment that operate in Europe) is binding for its 16 signatories. Since 2011, compliance to 
environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products has been continuously 
increasing: from 93,92% in 2011 to 97,63% at the end of 2013 (figure provided by ERA Technology). 

"Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures 
provide the right conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce energy 
consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different manufacturers to work together for energy 
saving targets and achieve immediate results" said EuroVAprint President Maxime Furkel of Lexmark. 

The agreement, backed by the European Commission, obliges manufacturers to comply with a strict set of 
design and information requirements, related to energy consumption, recyclability, and use of compatible 
cartridges. Manufacturers agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
(double-sided) and "N-up" printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. The agreement also 
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lays down a series of requirements for environmental information that needs to be made available to 
customers. 

The Voluntary Agreement also has the effect of reducing the administrative burden for authorities: the 
administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower compared to European legislation (e.g. 
Regulation) and are directly borne by the industry, not the tax payers. 

Press contact: secretariat@eurovaprint.eu or Maxime Furkel, President of EuroVAprint, mobile +32 495 
24 70 01. 

About the Voluntary Agreement: The Voluntary Agreement signed on 16 February 2011 established a set 
of targets to be met by Jan. 1, 2012, for all products sold on the EU market. Requirements for energy-
efficiency and duplexing availability must be met by at least 90% of products sold. The agreement aims to 
reduce the environmental footprint of imaging equipment - both by design and by helping customers 
make informed choices during purchase and usage of the equipment. The Voluntary Agreement was 
officially backed by the European Commission in January 2013. 

About EuroVAprint: EuroVAprint represents Europe's leading manufacturers of imaging equipment, 
accounting together for over 95% of the EU market for personal and office equipment. It is committed to 
environmental sustainability and improvement, as set out in the 2011 Voluntary Agreement in the context 
of the 2009 Energy-Related Products Directive. Its members are Brother, Canon, Dell, Epson Europe, 
Hewlett Packard, Konica Minolta, Kyocera Document Solutions, Lexmark, Murata Machinery, Oki, 
Panasonic, Ricoh, Samsung, Sharp, Toshiba and Xerox. Further information is available at 
www.eurovaprint.eu. 

[i] OM Products include inkjet devices for use in domestic or small business environment. 

(c) 2014 M2 COMMUNICATIONS 
http://smart-grid.tmcnet.com/news/2014/06/30/7901367.htm 
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Dealer Support 
Print manufacturers achieve huge energy efficiencies  
30 June 2014 

 
The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have boosted energy efficiency 
by more than 20% in two years thanks to an industry self-regulation initiative adopted in 2011, according 
to a report by an independent inspector. 

In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology said energy consumption from OEM products was 
reduced by 20.8% between 2011 and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry has reduced the 
energy consumption of its products (sold between 2011 and 2013) by 10,5%. The reduction of energy 
consumption is the outcome of measures taken by all major manufacturers of the imaging equipment to 
decrease their environmental footprint (Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign). 

The agreement developed by EuroVAprint (the association grouping all major manufacturers of imaging 
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equipment that operate in Europe) is binding for its 16 signatories. Since 2011, compliance to 
environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products has been continuously 
increasing: from 93,92% in 2011 to 97,63% at the end of 2013 (figure provided by ERA Technology). 

“Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe," said EuroVAprint president, 
Maxime Furkel of Lexmark. "The Ecodesign measures provide the right conditions for industries to take 
universal and immediate action to reduce energy consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different 
manufacturers to work together for energy saving targets and achieve immediate results.”  

The agreement, backed by the European Commission, obliges manufacturers to comply with a strict set of 
design and information requirements, related to energy consumption, recyclability, and use of compatible 
cartridges. Manufacturers agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
(double-sided) and “N-up” printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. The agreement also 
lays down a series of requirements for environmental information that needs to be made available to 
customers. 

The Voluntary Agreement also has the effect of reducing the administrative burden for authorities: the 
administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower compared to European legislation (e.g. 
Regulation) and are directly borne by the industry, not the tax payers. Its members are Brother, Canon, 
Dell, Epson Europe, Hewlett Packard, Konica Minolta, Kyocera Document Solutions, Lexmark, Murata 
Machinery, Oki, Panasonic, Ricoh, Samsung, Sharp, Toshiba and Xerox. 

To view an infographic highlighting the savings, click here. 

http://www.dealersupport.co.uk/news/products-and-services/machines-and-print/Massive-energy-
efficiencies-achieved-by-print-manufacturers 

 
  

http://www.dealersupport.co.uk/news/products-and-services/machines-and-print/Massive-energy-efficiencies-achieved-by-print-manufacturers
http://www.dealersupport.co.uk/news/products-and-services/machines-and-print/Massive-energy-efficiencies-achieved-by-print-manufacturers
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Sustainable Review 
Printer and copier industry improves energy efficiency by 20% in two years 
30 June 2014 

 
European manufacturers of inkjet printers and copiers for domestic and small business use have improved 
energy efficiency by over 20 per cent in two years following the introduction of an industry self-regulation 
initiative in 2011. Between 2011 and 2013, the imaging equipment industry has reduced the energy 
consumption of its products by 10.5 per cent overall. 

BRUSSELS, 30 June 2014 – The makers of inkjet printers and copiers for homes and small businesses have 
boosted energy efficiency by more than 20 per cent in two years thanks to an industry self-regulation 
initiative adopted in 2011, according to a report by an independent inspector. 

In its latest Energy Efficiency Report, ERA Technology said energy consumption from so-called OM 
products was reduced by 20.8 per cent between 2011 and 2013. Overall, the imaging equipment industry 
has reduced the energy consumption of its products (sold between 2011 and 2013) by 10.5 per cent. The 
reduction of energy consumption is the outcome of measures taken by all major manufacturers of the 
imaging equipment to decrease their environmental footprint (Voluntary Agreement on Ecodesign). 

The agreement developed by EuroVAprint (the association grouping all major manufacturers of imaging 
equipment that operate in Europe) is binding for its 16 signatories. Since 2011, compliance to 
environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products has been continuously 
increasing: from 93.92 per cent in 2011 to 97.63 per cent at the end of 2013 (figure provided by ERA 
Technology). 

“Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign measures 
provide the right conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce energy 
consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different manufacturers to work together for energy 
saving targets and achieve immediate results” said EuroVAprint President Maxime Furkel of Lexmark. 
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The agreement, backed by the European Commission, obliges manufacturers to comply with a strict set of 
design and information requirements, related to energy consumption, recyclability, and use of compatible 
cartridges. Manufacturers agreed to undertake measures to encourage the use of automatic duplex 
(double-sided) and ‘N-up’ printing (several pages on one sheet) to save more paper. The agreement also 
lays down a series of requirements for environmental information that needs to be made available to 
customers. 

The Voluntary Agreement also has the effect of reducing the administrative burden for authorities: the 
administrative costs of the Voluntary Agreement are lower compared to European legislation (e.g. 
Regulation) and are directly borne by the industry, not the tax payers. 

For further information, please visit www.eurovaprint.eu, www.era.co.uk or see the infographic. 
http://sustainablereview.net/printer-copier-industry-improves-energy-efficiency-20-two-years/ 
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Energy Live News  
Scan-tastic energy savings touted by photocopier makers 
30 June 2014 

 
Photocopier makers say they have slashed the energy consumption of their equipment for offices by 
more than a fifth (20.8%) in two years. 
 
ERA Technology made the scan-tastic claim in its Energy Efficiency Report, which assesses how 
manufacturers have kept to a voluntary agreement in 2011 to reduce their environmental footprint. 
 
Their compliance with environmentally-friendly design requirements of imaging equipment products has 
risen: from 93.92% in 2011 to 97.63% at the end of 2013, found ERA Technology. 
 
One million tonnes of office paper will be saved by 2020 estimates the report, while CO2 emissions in the 
sector will be reduced by 14%. 
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Maxime Furkel of printing firm Lexmark who is President of trade body EuroVAprint suggested this 
showed industry could regulate itself well. 
 
He said: “Our industry is a vivid example of how self-regulation can work in Europe. The Ecodesign 
measures provide the right conditions for industries to take universal and immediate action to reduce 
energy consumption. Our voluntary agreement allows different manufacturers to work together for 
energy saving targets and achieve immediate results.” 
http://www.energylivenews.com/2014/06/30/scan-tastic-energy-savings-touted-by-photocopier-makers/ 

 
 

http://www.energylivenews.com/2014/06/30/scan-tastic-energy-savings-touted-by-photocopier-makers/

